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Title word cross-reference

3 [YLL20]. d [HV19, VV19]. N [WZK+19].
-Choices [VV19]. -Tier [WZK+19].

802.15.4 [AM17]. 8th [KS18].


Allocations [FPW17]. Amazon [WLU18].

AMIR [KKR19]. Analysis [CCH+16, DGRL16, DWS17, FGRT16, GLM16, LRS18, LLW+19, PFK18, PPP+17, WLU18, XLT16].


Approximation [JNT18].

Approximations [IAV16]. AQM [DGRL16]. Architecture [MRH18].

Architectures [MRH18]. ARM [AFGR18]. ARM-based [AFGR18]. Arrivals [WZK+19].

1
Challenges [IAEH+18]. Auto-Scaling [NXL+17, PAEA+16]. Auto-Scalers [IAEH+18]. Aware [CZCC+19, MC16, NCF+17].


Modulated [DWS17]. Monitoring [IADB19]. Multi [NSMA19]. Multi-Core [NSMA19].


Obtaining [KSM+17]. Offloading [FGRT16]. Offs [HPK16]. On-Demand [WDGC19]. Online [CZL+18, KSM+17, NSMA19, XL+16, LZW18]. OpenACC [LB16]. OpenFOAM [LXW+17].


Personalized [VS19]. Petri [AM17].


Routing [RS+16, YXY+19].

Sampled [AP16]. Sampling [WXW+19].

Scalability [WZK+19]. Scale [AFGR18, WJW19, WHD16]. Scale-Out [AFGR18]. Scale-Up [AFGR18]. Scaling [JLZ20, NLX+17, PAEA+16]. Scheduling [DD17, GS+16, LLL+18, SH+19]. Scheme [FGRT16, NB+19]. Scoring [NTLM18].

Searching [RS+18]. Section [MH20].

Selected [KS18]. Selecting [NTLM18]. Self [LZW+16]. Self-Similarity [LZW+16].

Semi [NSMA19]. Series [NT+16]. Server
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[AFGR18, CSS+18, MRH18, WDGC19].

Server-Class [AFGR18]. Service
[CKCC19, FPW17, WCKN18]. Services
[KSM+17, LZL+19, WDGC19]. Serving
[GM19]. Sharding [HPPQ19]. Sharing
[IAV16]. Similarity [LZW+16]. Simulation
[ZWHD16]. Single [RSS18]. Smart
[CFCC19]. Snooze [BBPC17]. Social
[LZL+16]. Societal [LXG+18]. SoCs
[AFGR18]. Soft [DD17, DD18, WZK+19].
Software [LB16]. Software-Managed
[LB16]. Sojourn [IAV16]. SORT
[NSMA19]. Sparse [NXL17]. SPEC [KS18].
Special [KS18, MH20]. Speed [CCH+16].
Sponsored [KSSO16]. Spot
[WL18, WDGC19]. SSDs
[TMASA16, VV19]. Stability [PFK18].
Stationary [JNT18, WXL+19]. Statistical
[WCKN18, ZWHD16]. Stochastic [PFK18].
Storage
[LRs18, LXL+19, NXL17, Var18, YLL20].
Storms [GSS+16]. Stragglers
[PPIR19, WJW19]. Strategies
[PAEA+16, TMASA16, YLN+17].
Streaming [CSS+18, FA19, IADB19].
Streams [GSS16]. Structure [DWS17].
Structured [FB16]. Study
[AFGR18, LXL+19, WZK+19]. Support
[DD17]. Synchronization [KKRK19].
System [IADB19, MRH18]. Systems
[DD17, GLM16, JSW17, KKKR19, LRS18,
LXG+18, LCD+17, MH20, NSMA19, NXL17,
WXL+19, XLT16].

Tails [HPPQ19]. Task [NSMA19].
Taxonomy [H16]. Techniques
[JW17]. Technology [YLL20]. Temporal
[DWS17]. Tenants [NWK+16]. Theoretic
[DGRL16]. Throughput [CSS+18]. Tier
[WZK+19]. Time [DD17, DD18, HPPQ19,
IAV16, NCF+17, SSM20, WDGC19].
Time-Bounded [SSM20]. Top [NTLM18].
Top-Quality [NTLM18]. Trade [HPK16].
Trade-Offs [HPK16]. Traffic

[AP16, YXY+19]. Transfer [SLH19].
Transmission [BJLM16]. Tree [FB16].
Tree-Structured [FB16]. Truthful
[ZRLW16]. TTL [JNT18]. Two [NBP19].
Two-hop [NBP19].

Unified [GLM16]. Unknown [GM19]. User
[DD18]. Using
[FPW17, KHN+18, ZWHD16, SLH19].

Validating [ZWHD16]. Variability
[FPW17]. Versus [LRS18]. via
[HPK16, PFK18, YXY+19]. Video
[CXS+18, FA19, YLL17]. VoIP [CCY+18].
vs [AFGR18].

Wireless [BJLM16]. Workflows
[IAEH+18]. Workload [MC16]. Workloads
[AFGR18].

Xpoint [YLL20].
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